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For those of you who don’t know me, I’m Maggy Hurchalla. 

I am not a biologist or an engineer.  

I have been involved in Martin County environmental issues since 1972.I am a 

court certified expert on the Martin County Comprehensive Plan. I received the 

Environmental Law Institute/EPA National Wetlands Award in 2002 for my work 

on CERP - the Comprehensive Everglades Restoration Plan. I was a member of the 

Governor’s Commission from 1993-1999 that worked with the Corps to create 

CERP/.I was a member of the team that created the IRL-south Plan which is the 

Martin County part of CERP.  

I’m telling you all this so you won’t think I’m just a tall opinionated old  lady with a 

compulsive fondness for wetlands. 

I have been very involved with wetlands. 

And very frustrated: 

- That people talk about “isolated wetlands” as if they were actually isolated. 

If that were so all those little wetlands in the headwaters of the 

Loxahatchee that look from the sky like puddles, would not overflow and 

coalesce into the Loxahatchee River. 

- That people talk about “non-functioning wetlands” when, by definition, you 

can’t be a wetland if you are not functioning. 

- That we are told that state and federal agencies require “no net loss” of 

wetlands when we are still losing them hand over fist. 

- That state and federal agencies state that they require “avoidance of 

impacts” and “minimization of impacts” before allowing wetland 

destruction. What their policies amount to in reality is this: “”I want to 

build a 20 acre shopping center” “You must avoid the wetland” “I can’t, I 



only have 20 acres” “Oh, OK, then minimize the impact.” “I can’t, I only 

have 20 acres.” 

The purpose of this workshop is to learn something about wetlands and let you 

decide.  

We have before our local planning agency and our county commission a 

comprehensive plan amendment that will allow wetlands of .5 acres or less to be 

destroyed in return for a cash payment to a wetlands mitigation bank. The 

applicant insists that you don’t have to worry about impacts because each 

property owner gets only one wetland to destroy and because you will get twice 

as much value if you destroy the wetland as you would if you had kept it. 

The applicant also claims that small wetlands are next to worthless and can’t be 

saved anyway. 

The applicant appears to be confident that the amendment will be approved 

without any effort on his part. Staff asked for data and analysis to support the 

request. The applicant refused to produce any. A cynic might think that either: 

- The consultant making the request is ripping off the person paying for it, or 

- He believes that the large campaign contributions he gave in local elections 

guarantees approval. 

Or it just might be with state and federal regulation getting weaker than ever, 

there is a lot of money to be made by changing Martin County policy to give 

windfall profits to speculators who bought wet pieces of property cheap when 

they knew they couldn’t develop the wetlands. 

You have listened to three people that I greatly respect for their professional 

competence and their honesty. 

Greg clearly outlined the list of reasons we care about wetlands.  

- It’s not just one thing: it’s getting the water right for the river in terms of 

rate, volume, timing and quality. Every time we destroy a wetland, we 

make the river worse. It is about flooding in your neighborhood. Every time 



you fill in a low spot, one of two things happens – it floods your yard or it 

dumps too much dirty water into the nearest drainage ditch and then the 

river. Wetlands filter the surface water that goes into our drinking water 

aquifer. They provide more recharge and hold the water table up to keep 

back salt intrusion. They provide cleaner recharge to the aquifer. Wetlands, 

large and small, provide a home for the diversity of life. 

- Greg explained in detail why little wetlands are so important to wading 

birds. Most of us think it’s pretty wonderful to see those big beautiful birds 

fly by in the middle of town. 

Gary covered the hydrological values of wetlands. We have a happy myth that our 

water management district development regulations that require flood control 

and stormwater ponds make sure that development isn’t flooding the neighbors 

or hurting the water bodies they drain into. Unfortunately, that’s not true. Even in 

Martin County, what runs off after development is worse in almost every way. 

While stormwater ponds remove a lot of silt and phosphorous, they do a very 

poor job of removing nitrogen. They do a very poor job of imitating the timing, 

rate, and volume that goes into the estuary. The estuary was designed to take 

runoff from a natural system that, in Martin County, was once 37% wetlands. The 

health of the river, the survival of oysters and seagrass, and the spawning of 

gamefish and other marine life was all tied to a system dependent on wetlands to 

hold And slow and clean runoff. 

Jason’s our lawyer. He has verified the principle that you can’t get something for 

nothing. The amendment language says: 

 

5.) All mitigation for impacts to wetlands granted under this waiver must be 

completed within Martin County whenever possible. To encourage Martin 

County mitigation, wetland mitigation completed outside Martin County is 

required to be twice the required ecological value (credits) as within Martin 

County. 



I am old and jaded and hard to shock, but I am personally offended that a 

consultant who has to know better would so blatantly mislead the planning board 

and the commission. 

The state has standardized its mitigation credit program by statute. Legislators 

were afraid that local officials might practice extortion on developers and demand 

more than they deserve. The rating system that decides how many credits a 

wetland gets can’t be changed by a local government. We can save our wetlands. 

We can save our wetlands on site, but we are not allowed to calculate what they 

are worth. 

Local government CANNOT, under state law, say where mitigation credits will be 

purchased and how many credits will be needed.  

We have confirmation of that in writing from the SFWMD. The county can require 

that a wetland be saved on site through the development review process. The 

county can require that, if the wetland has been impacted, it must be restored. 

We can require that the hydrology be returned to its natural state to the 

maximum extend feasible. We can require that trash and exotic vegetation be 

removed and adequate buffers provided. We can require monitoring and 

maintenance to ensure the wetland survives over time. 

We can do all that if we save the wetland where it is. 

When we decide it’s ok to destroy a wetland and buy mitigation credits, we lose 

all control and must follow state law. 

Personally, I think it is insulting to our commissioners and our county staff to 

assume they can be fooled into being greedy by a promise that can’t be kept. 

That’s a recap of what the earlier speakers covered. 

I’d like to add a few points based on my knowledge of our comp plan and my 

knowledge of CERP. 

1. In the decade spent creating CERP, biologists, hydrologists and engineers 

concluded that the biggest missing pieces of the Greater Everglades System 



were the edges. We still have the deeper sawgrass slough down the middle 

that goes from the Everglades Agricultural Area  south of the Lake down 

through Everglades National Park. What we don’t have are the edges. In 

Dade and Broward and much of Palm Beach County, those edges are under 

houses and can’t be reclaimed. They discovered that the little wetlands in 

the pinewoods were the key to wading bird survival. Those little wetlands 

are technically called “short-hydroperiod wetlands”. They are only wet in 

the rainy summertime. They drawdown – as Greg described –and feed 

hungry mama wading birds enough concentrated protein to lay eggs. 

EXPANSION of the special extent of short hydro-period wetlands is listed in the 

introduction to CERP as an OVER-ARCHING GOAL. We need more little 

wetlands, not less. 

2. Wetland values for runoff quality, quantity, and timing have been verified. 

The hydrological modeling capability of the CERP process along with 

numerous specific research studies have established: 

- The phosphorous concentration in wetland runoff is one fortieth of the P 

concentration from urban development. 

- Wetlands effectively remove nitrogen in a way that stormwater ponds 

can’t. Runnning a shallow column of water over a anaerobic muck soil 

literally puts the nitrogen back in the air where it came from. 

- Wetlands evaporate more water in years we have too much rain. The little 

wetland spreads out to twice the size and the amount of evaporation 

doubles. They evaporate less water when we have a drought and they dry 

out. Reservoirs and ponds don’t spread out and contract. That means that 

wetlands save us from the rainfall extremes that make Florida’s water so 

hard to manage. 

WETLAND RUNOFF IS BETTER FOR THE RIVER AND THE AQUIFER THAN 

RUNOFF FROM STORMWATER PONDS. 

3. As Jason pointed out, he National Research Council in 2001 issued a 

comprehensive report concluding that most mitigation failed to meet its 



promises. Other reports have found the same thing. God makes better 

sustainable wetlands than we do. 

WETLANDS MITIGATION HAS A VERY BAD TRACK RECORD IN FLORIDA. Read 

“Paradise Paved” or the series of articles in the St. Pete Times by Craig Pittman. 

4. The offer to mitigate at double the value of the wetland lost is an outright 

fraud. Beyond that, in Martin County you can’t even get what you lose. The 

uniform credit calculation system (known as UMAM) measures the value of 

the wetland in its present state. If it’s covered with exotic trees and 

overdrained, it doesn’t get much credit. Under Martin County policy that 

overdrained wetland would have its hydrology restored and its exotics 

removed and adequate buffers provided. Restoration of wetlands works 

because you start out with the right soil conditions. Think about it. We can 

make a sick person well. We start out with a person. We can’t artificially 

create a person. And if we allow a restorable wetland to be destroued to 

get money to restore some other wetland, we are on the road to a 

continual net loss of wetlands. 

IF WE ALLOW WETLANDS TO BE DESTROYED IN RETURN FOR MITIGATION 

DOLLARS, WE WILL ALWAYS LOSE MORE THAN WE GAIN BY KEEPING THEM 

AND RESTORING THEM. 

5. Wetland values are mostly local. That’s why they are where they are. If you 

destroy the remaining Little wetlands in Jensen Beach, it doesn’t help to 

make improvements to a big wetland in Bluefields Mitigation Bank in the 

far NW corner of Martin County that is mostly in St. Lucie County.  

WE CAN’T CHOOSE WHERE MITIGATION DOLLARS GO. THEY DO US NO GOOD 

IF WE DON’T REPLACE THE LOCAL VALUES. 

6. Most people who live in Martin County are here because they like it here. 

The County doesn’t have a whole lot of residents who were born here. It’s 

like the adopted child – Martin County can claim it was chosen. We value 

our quality of life. We know that environmental protection and a strong 



economy are not incompatible. While I am a tall opinionated lady with a 

great affection for wetlands, we can prove it with hard economic statistics. 

But it’s nice to know it’s good for us. Google “Nurses Study green space”. You’ll 

find a medical journal article based on extensive research that shows that the 

more green space you have around you, the longer you live. They controlled 

for income – it’s not a question of rich folks living on big estates. They 

controlled for urban vs. rural. It’s not about living in the country where it’s 

greener and the pace is slower.It is, not surprisingly, a lot better to live next to 

a wetland preserve than it is to live surrounded by pavement. 

WETLANDS ARE GOOD FOR YOU. 

7. Last of all, Martin County residents can claim to be the loudest voice in the 

state for sending the waters of Lake Okeechobee south where they used to 

go. We know that CERP has to send water south if Everglades National Park 

is to survive. We understand that our little estuary is being killed as 

collateral damage in a massive plumbing system that doesn’t work. Save 

Everglades National Park and you save us from the dirty discharges from 

Lake Okeechobee. 

Our credibility in complaining about the environmental destruction of 

South Florida’s current water management system is bolstered by the fact 

that Martin County has: 

- The strictest rules on allowing septic systems in new developments of any 

county in the state. Because of that we have fewer septic systems than any 

county on the Indian River Lagoon. Martin County allows new 

developments on septic only if the lot is at least one acre. The state allows 

5 to an acre. 

- The strictest wetland protection in the state – and proof that it works. 

Martin County has 29% of its original wetlands left. St. Lucie County has 

only 14% of their original wetlands left. 

THE LORD HELPS HIM WHO HELPS HIMSELF. 



I am a tall opinionated lady with a great fondness for wetlands. I think the case is 

convincing. 

You and your neighbors will get to decide this issue. We will make a video of this 

presentation available on Bullsugar.org and other websites. Pass on the link to 

friends and relations. fellow club members, and homeowners associations. Ask 

them to be part of the solution. 

 

Your voice will make the difference, not mine. 

 


